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Slowing Production in Key
Markets Allows for More Parts
Availability

Allocation & Lead Time Summary:

As we move into 2019, passive commodities
continue to be a major challenge with no
improvements to speak of. 

The information is not all bad, though. One of the causes of a tight supply chain,
is that the production of other products - in large amounts - squeezes the
availability of parts that would otherwise be easy to secure.

The good news is, the Automotive market appears to be in a slight slowdown.
Additionally, iPhoneX sales are much lower than projected. Production has
slowed in both of those scenarios, which has allowed more product to be
available for the rest of the manufacturing sectors. 

That usage is so significant that this minor slowdown has resulted in some long-
awaited relief for many SKUs. This may just be a temporary situation, so the
recommendation is to continue to press the supply chain until further notice.

We also continue to see a higher than normal introduction of counterfeit
product into the supply chain. It is advised to be very cautious when buying
from non-authorized sources. While counterfeit product has typically been
more prevalent in the higher dollar and/or active component market, there are
now more and more instances of counterfeit activity in the passive
components market. 

If you are buying from a non-authorized source it is highly recommended to
have the parts tested at an independent & trustworthy test house. In addition,
there are many reports of test houses now being approached by counterfeiters
to falsify test reports to bypass that hurdle. 



Tariff Summary:

Below is a summary of the tariffs that are in various stages of effect or
proposed stages with dates.

View List 1 View List 2

View List 3

As always, we will continue to monitor this situation and look for options to
reduce tariff costs wherever possible.

https://ustr.gov/sites/default/files/enforcement/301Investigations/List 1.pdf
https://ustr.gov/sites/default/files/enforcement/301Investigations/List 2.pdf
https://ustr.gov/sites/default/files/301/2018-0026 China FRN 7-10-2018_0.pdf


Thank You,
Gary DeGrave, Jr., Corporate Materials Director
Milwaukee Electronics
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